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ABSTRACT 
Social studies educators are encouraged to apply• 

anthropological research to their understanding of classroom dynamics 
and the learning process. In 11 propositions, the contributions of 
anthropology to more effective teaching are explored. For each of 
these propositions, there are a number of relevant research questions 
to guide classroom evaluation. The propositions examined are: (1) 
learning and teaching are part of cultural transmission, (2) human 
and animal learning are different, (3) social studies learning is a 
process of sending and receiving, (4) social studies learning is both 
active and passive, (5) a child learns about his culture through 
natural discovery, (6) information must be perceived as useful before 
it is learned, (7) social studies helps students understand their 
social system, (8) subculture knowledge is useful in understanding 
student motivation, (9) social relations influence instruction, (10) 
learning is an evolutionary process necessary to human life, and (11) 
traumatic experience increases information retention. (LP) 
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ELEVEN PROPOSITIONS FOR INNOVATIVE RESEARCH IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES: AN 

ANTHROLOGICAL APPROACH TO LEARNING AND TEACHING 

Unthropologists are beginning to investigate the learning and 

teaching processes associated with American schools. They may be on 

the verge of shedding new light on the "what," "how," "when," "where," 

and "why" children learn in the formal classroom, in addition to what 

they learn outside the classroom and how the two are connected: While 

it might seem unconventional for anthropologists to investigate our 

modern schools, a closer look will reveal that anthropologists have 

peen involved with the study of educational processes for some time. 

Their" concern has been hidden by the attention thát has bean given to 

the way children learn their culture in a non-Western setting. They 

 are now ready to apply what they have learned to Ameritan society and 

American schools. As a result, we may be about to re-examine learning •

and teaching processes from anthropological /Findings and conclusions. 

`these findings and'conclusions_ may redirect educational researchers to 

 formulate and investigate new hypotheses that eventually could affect . 

the way content areas (including the social studies) are taught. 



Hntnrcpologists involved with, the development of educational 

research are convinced that someday anthropology will rival psychology 

as a discipline tor educational theory and research. .this attitude 

was put forth by Solon r. Kimball when he wrote: 

"the truth is"that Anthropology has produced, o er the-years, 
a rich body of data and some theory, which entitles it to 
claim a major and often times challenging posture, 
vis-a-vis psychology and'other disciplines, regarding 
the processes of learning and its programmatic applications." 1 

Hccording to educational anthropologists, the accumulated body of 

anthropological knowledge associated with learning and teaching is 

'waiting to be discovered by educators. Several major figures in 

antnropology have contributed to the knowledge including Margaret 

Weed, beorge and Louise Spindler, Harry Wolcott and a host of others 

wno have focused anthropological attention on educational processes.• 

While educators have been slow to take advantage of anthropological 

content, anthropologists are invading the domain of American educatión 

in order to stake their claims to the future contributions they intend 

to make. Unfortunately; most'schools of education are slow to 

acknowledge the potentials available to them from the realm of 

anthropology education. Anthropologists currently are searching for 

theoretical foundations upon which to build their new enterprise. 

:They are abandoning old psychological positions and turning inward for! 

new anthropolical learning theories and instructional Approaches 

that may revolutionize current educational positions. 

the purpose of this paper is to encourage social studies educators 

to investigate eleven próposi•tions that have been extracted from 

anthropological literature in order to determine their.value in' 



shedding new light on learning and teaching. They are as follows: 

\ Proposition 1. LLARNlNG s:rJu lEm..H1N. ARE FRJGEi-JES r4SSOCIÑTED 

WI•I H LUL I UhAL rRAN:r.I ilb51UN. these processes are universal to all 

cultures although the specifics of the processes will vary according 

to cultural values and technologies. Anthropological literature 

contains great amounts of,information on this process as the means 

whereby one gerieration passes the cultural torch to the next. 

Learning is more than a change in behavior; according to 

anthropologists it is an adaptive process associated with cultural

transmission. The social studies curriculum is uniquely important to 

the processes of cultural transmission because it contains the 

important cultural information., beliefs, and sk_ lis that are needed by 

trie student in order to sucessf ul l y achieve adult status in American 

society. 

Investigations 

Research questions pertaining to cuitUral transmission:, 

What are the optimum conditions o+ cultural transmission in the 
clasroomr 

At the present time, how important is the social studies to the 
process of cultural transmission in American society? 

Under what classroom conditions does cultural transmission occur 
in the sócial studies classroom? 

Can the• social studies curriculum help direct and shape American 
culture by influencing each sudkceeding generation through, the 
development of specifically planned goals? 

Proposition 2. HUMAN LEARNING IS DIFFERENT FROM ANIMAL LEARNING. 

Human learning is much more of a. cognitive process that evokes and 

relies on mental images from one's cultural experiences. The social 



studies should plage more empnasis cn cognitive Frccesses that are 

oeri•Y eo trpin our culture. It snould promote tnc development of 

scci.cil 1 ;1 positive mental images that l ear: to positive student 

behaviors. Human motivation is involved with this process am the 

mental world of the human being moves trom the perceived realm, to the 

cognitive realm (the realm ot images or mental pictures), tó the 

realm ot human action or human behavior. Uar mental images as well as 

cur perceived. needs, goals and desires come from our culture (our 

numan community, from which we gain our orientation. Human behavior 

cames trom one's ability to predict how his behavior will. be accepted 

by others. 'his prediction is made on past observations, experiences, 

and perceived outcomes. 

Investigations 

keaearch questions pertaining to cognitive processes and social 

studies instruction 

Can we explain human learning in the social studies in light of 
cultural considerations? 

Can the social studies curriculum promote positive social 
'behavior by emphasizing positive social and cultural images? 

Can we correct negative student social attitudes and values by 
demonstrating how these attitudes and values will not only harm.* 
others, but also result in personal loss-to the student? 

Proposition 3. LEARNING IN THE SUC1AL STUDIES IS A DUAL PROCESS. 

lt is a process that includes sending and receiving messages. 

Language and its emotional and attitudinal concomitants affect our 

oehavior and help to determine learning outcomes. The way in which 

messages are sent and received is determined to a great extent by the 

culture in which we are reared. Culture plays a role in both message



senoi rig and messages receiving in that at screens and sorts out 

appropriate messages trom• inappropriate: messages. Messages sent in an 

inappropriate way are receave0 di rterent:ty t•rom messages sent in an 

appropriate way. the results will attest both learning and aehavior. 

the sorting mechanisms nor message receiving are the cultt ral values 

,that we have learned prior to our pressnt experiences. While these 

values mar change or may become modified, values taught at an early 

age are more resistant to change than valuss learned during the adult 

years. 

lnv'estigations 

Research questions pertaining to message sending and message receiving 

Can we evaluate instruction in the social studies according to 
the way in which mebsages are sent by the teacher and received by the 
stuaent. 

Lan we modify the value 'sorting system used by the student in 
order to gain a cegree of control' over the way messages are received 
oy stuoents? 

Lan we balance the processes"of message transmission with 
message reception in order to maximize learning in the social studies? 
%Are we focusing too much attention on sending out messages and 
ignoring message receiving?) 

Proposition 4. LEARNING IN 1HE SOCIAL STUDIES CAN BE 

CLA:tSIF'IED ACCORDING TU TWO CATEGORIES: PASSIVE LEARNING AND 

PARTICIPAIOHY'LENRNINt. Passive learning consists of instructional 

settings in which the student does not actively participate in 

instruction. Participatory learning consists of instructional 

settings in which the student is an active participant in instruction. 

Anthropologists have'found that participatory learning is a general 



charactartsr_ic or. 'primitive cultures, while p.,scxve learning is a 

gcne: a: :harac.er: stic ot :,c=:mical't•: ad•:ance:, cultures. Hçcording to 

this tinoirg, moss _nstruc ion in American education, including the 

social studies, would be a+ the passive mace. 

Investigations 

keeear.ch questions pertaining to instructional modes: 

What ettect does the mode o instruction have on social studies 
learning? 

How dependent are the social studies on the passive mode Of 
instruction: 

Would instruction in the social studies be more br less 
et•r ecti ve with7 more at arO emphasi s on a pari cipatory mode of 
instruction 

Proposition b. A CHiLD LEHRNS HIS CULTURE NATURALLY BY 

uisCUVl:k1Mb if. Likewise, much of what we learn in the social studies 

may be most effectively taught through,discovery processes. The 

formally organized social studies classroom, however, is more 

compatible with less natural and more artificially organized learning 

situations. the results of learning may be greatly reduced because 

they tail to.provide for discovery opportunities. 

Investigations 

kesearch questions pertaining to discovery learning: 

Does the current social studies curriculum promote or discourage 
discovery opportunities for students? (How much of a role dolls 
discovery actually play-in the "typical" social studies classroom?) 



What are the long range ettects ct unnatural or artificial) 
social studies learningsituations on tho cultural, development of a 
child? 

Proposition b. WHEN SOMETHING NEW lS 10 BE LEARNED Il MUST BE 

PERSEIVED by tHE LEARNER AS SOMETHING  USEFUL TO HiM PERSONALLY. 

"Social studies content tnat is rot perceived as something personally 

useful to the.student most likely will not be learned. 

investigations 

Research questions pertaining to the perceived usefulness of the 

cdntent: 

Innen a student perceives new social studies content as personally 
use1ui to him does he retain this content? Whereas, when new.social 
s u,iies content is received as not personally useful to the student is 
the content readily forgotten? 

Caria social studies' teacher modify a student's perception of 
content in order to a++ect the student's ability to retain it? 

Proposition 7. INSTRUCTION IN SOCIAL TOPICS SHOULD HELP THE-

S I UDEN'I -UNUERS 1HND RELEVANTSOCIAL SYSTEMS.- This is done so that he 

can use this understanding to his advantage; therefore, the social 

studies should present a realistic view of our social systems and-

institutions so that the student will know the reliabirities as well , 

as the inconsistencies of our social systems. These includes our 

courtt, the family, government institutions, as well as our political' 

leaders. 

Investigations 



hesearcr: questions pertaining to learning t,tout current 3cc2E:l 

systems: 

How realistic is teaching in'the social studies in terms of 
preparing students *or Living and succeeding in the real world? 

How accurately do cur instructional materials present .and 
describe the conditions cf ligie and sodiaï systems in America? 

How otten do students participate .n the actual workings of 
social systems that inrluence American lives as part of their- sociar 
studies classroom work:  

Proposition E. SUBCULTURE KNOWLEDGE MAY PROVIDE NEW 

UNDERS 1 ANL) LNGS RELAIELY to S IUDEN I MOTIVATION. Some subcultures (Black 

Americans) within American society may rely on individual performances 

or solo performances that are appropiately used to support a•group 
s 	

chart; however, these snit, performances ara not "star" performances, 

out expected cultural roles that the individual learns as a member of 

that culture. ihere are other subcultures (Jewish Americans) that 

support individual ettor* in order to attain individual achievement; 

however, when achievement is attained, that individual is expected to 

support other members of his group to attain a similar-success. These 

subcultural values strongly influence the behavior and motivation of 

the individual who is a member of °a subculture. 

Investigations 

Research questions pertaining to student motivation: 

 Can we identify new teaching strategies for the social studies by 
studying the values and behaviors bf,subcultural groups that make up 
American 'society'," 



iJi 11 tFli: 'aa~r: i cá.tiOri of 3t.'C-'=ul tu"c~l te:~C7wleCgc to social studies	
Instruction improve ieerninç by motivating stud?nt3 to participate in 
learning processes ttlojdl?r'i mcre -natural cultural rriean1:' 

Wn_n a _uo-cultural group is not achievement oriented. wrist are 
the implications tor socia.. sudies tnstrt,c•~.on:' 

Nropo_xtion S. 	WCIHL kELAIIUM5H1•f-'d HAVE MN 1MPUFc7HlvT 

II Lt~~Pdl.E UN INS I R .,L 11Uí h.iL HAULEzt'dE6. Hn thropoi og _ sts nave found that 

some o•r trio most important influences in the lives of children are in 

forms cf social relationships. The following related propositions 

help to shed light on the influences of sdc_al relationships: 

a. the most important•aspects of cultural content is learned 

outside the classroom. 

b. •the cultural lessons that are learned earnest and taught by 

the closest kinsmen are the most resistant to change, white those 

: ..sons taught later in life by strangers are most like:y to be 

forgotten or disregarded. 

c. !hose slightly older than the student are the most effective 

teachers of cultural content, those of greater distance in terms of 

age are much less influential. 

d. strangers teaching in a forma' setting are the most effective! 

teachers of ceremonial and ritual content. 

Investigations 

ttesearch questions pertaining to social relationships and instruction: 

Lan we measure the amount at social studie's content that is 
taught outside the classroom? 

Can the social studies profession influence•soCial studies 
instruction that occurs outside the classroom? 



Lan antnropolog.cai tindinds that pertain to social relationships 
oe incorporated into classroom instruction 

Preposition lv. --3UL1F-iL LEFskt•J1Nt, 1b rN EVOLUT1UhIHRY FIÛLESS 114.11 

IS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF IHt HUMAN L1F1; LTLLE. Social learning is the 

process of oecomming"a person. Luring this process' the individual 

becomes a member of many groups. It is a process in which the 

innividual plays many roles as hay Constantly changes his status and 

his responsibilities. While there are peaks, valleys, ano plateaus 

connected with this process, it does not oegin or end with the K-12 

curriculum. Social studies teachers have the opportunity of directly 

influencing social learning by providing models and knowledge that 

will neip the individual adjust to Changes that wi,l k affect his 1144. 

Investigations 

Research questions pertaining to the process or social learning: 

Can we identify the life cycle processes connected with social 
learnfrg that the individual will experience during his lifetime?  

How múch influence does social studies education' have on social 
learning during the years of formal instruction in the public schools? 

Can we develop'social studies programs that will help the 
individual oeal more successfully with changes in role and status that 
will occur during his life experiences? 

Fr oposi ton 11. THERE IS A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RETENTION AND 

,I- UMA. < this relationship can be used to` promote learning under 

-certain circumstances. Most advanced cultures incorporate the use of 

ceremony and ritual to mark changes in status. Known as "rite of 

passage," these events typically bear witness or validate the new 



ralee. right::. inc/or pri:ilegos that are bestowed on :noividuals and

çroupe. uczorgc beino.ier rerere to this ac;. 

!he abrupt and oramatized changes in roles curing aaoiescence, 
the sudden compression of cultural requi.rem_nts. ana all the 
techniques used by preceptors,  who are nearly always adults 
from within the cultural system, educate an inaividual to be 
committed to the system. 

'the age of adolescence is characterized by important changes in both 

biological development t,hrought puberty. and dramatic changes in 

social roles (throught social expectancies).  Changes in social role 

are accompanied ay cnanges that include ceremonies. in many case, 

these ceremonies require some type of proct of worthiness. As a retie, 

these activities create a certain amount at anticipation and anxiety 

tor those wnd,must successfully complete these ''exercises." These 

events are rememoered vividly by those who must face and pass the 

I hi á may be due to 3 is precei ved i mportànce to the family and 

:thee members of the .individual's immediate community. Typically the 

whole. community helps prepare the inuiviíival and takes an acti ve 

interest in his'success. 'trauma, when used appropriatei.y, may promote 

retention, and help to establish the link that exists between learning 

and the circumstancet of learning at the secondary level Of education. 

Social studies teachers tend to prefer less traumatic 

circumstances in the classroom, as do most school officials and most

parents. In spite of these preferences, there may be some routinely 

prescribed activities that can be used in connection with social • 

studies instruction that will make use of trauma in order to improve 

retention. Competitions, games, final examinations, contests, etc. 

have all peen used in the classroom as a means of promoting learning 

through trauma;•however, we have tended to neglect family and 

community involvement in these activities. What i+ we formed.family 



and community learning teams in connection with a mid-term or end of

the year activity or ceromony?  Would it airset. social studies 

learning and retention? 

investigations 

Research questions pertaining to the use of trauma and retention: 

What is the relationship between trauma and retention? 

Under what circumstances might   trauma be used as a positive 
influence in classroom instruction? 

Can we identify specific social studies activities that includes 
.tne positive use of trauma in the school or the classroom? 

CONCLUSION 

Anthropologists are just now beginning to exert some influence in 

IMO areas of teaching and learning. For decades. they have accumulated 

studies related to the'ways that various peoples learn and pass on 

their knowledge and culture from orie generation to the.next. 

Education, on the other hand, is ready and willing to look at the 

processes of teaching and learning from new perspectives. Therefore, 

anthropology education has the opportunity to advance its cause by 

helping educators interpret the culture of the classroom so that 

education can become more effective. Harry Wolcott has stated that 

the greatest contribution that anthropology offers the educator is not 

its metnodoloy, but rather the ability of anthropology to make sense 

out of the real world. 2 Wolcott's statement can be best understood 

in light of the writings of Clyde Kluckhohn regarding the nature of 



anthropotCy. Klucr:nchn wrotc1 

to discover something .about the limits and pctontialities of 
human nature, to see heel this universal nature is molded by 
varying cultures, and eopecially tc learn something aboút those 
nonrational cultur_al responses which appear to the naive view 
to possess almóst the automatic cnaracter of "instinctive" 
reactions--this in no mere academic query. The fate of our 
Western civilization and perhaps o+ civilization in general 
may hang upon humanity's gaining some orderly end systematic 
insight into the nonrational and irrational +actors in human 
behavior. S 

the eleven propositions predented in this paper are an attempt .to

aemonstrate ways in which ant ropólo ical perspectives can be applied 

to the social stuoies classroom and help the classroom teacher make. 

sense out ct social behaviors that are both rational and irrational. 

Hrtnrcpolegical field studies provide ciucs to learning and teaching 

Lnat ge ocyond reason into the domain of cuitore, a domain that is 

rca:.lstic and holistic. 
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